Report on CBCS Workshop
The Chandrapur College has successfully organized a one - day workshop on
“CBCS System: Considerable Issues – Our Understanding and Problems” held in the
Seminar Room of the College on 8th March, 2018. Dr Kartick Chandra Samanta
(Principal, Chandrapur College) has extended welcome address to the participants and
especially to the dignitaries of the University of Burdwan. He delivered his inaugural
lecture regarding recently introduced module of CBCS and pointed out the problems
regarding the same.
The main focus of the workshop was – (1) changing models of CBCS syllabus and
our stakeholders, (2) our understanding and problems regarding the new model of
evaluation and examination, and (3) necessary suggestions to improve the design of
CBCS syllabus.
The keynote speaker of the workshop was Dr Shorosimohan Dan (Pro-ViceChancellor, The University of Burdwan) delivered his valuable lecture on the merits of
the system and the recent development in commensurate with the Indian Higher
Education Scenario.
The honourable resource person was Sri Shaymaprasad Dey (Secretary, UG
Council of Studies, The University of Burdwan) elaborately discussed the total CBCS
model and its module before the audience.

Sri Krishnendu Mazumder (Assistant Controller of Examinations, The
University of Burdwan) mainly focused on the examination system and its evaluation
pattern of the same elaborately.
After lunch break, there was an interactive session where teachers from the
different colleges actively participated in a question answer class and presented their
queries and in reply, resource persons give their answers satisfactorily. In a nutshell,
that workshop fruitfully gave us a new direction and thoughts to cope up with the
CBCS model for improving the quality education to the under graduate students. In
that workshop more than 35 teachers from other colleges (e.g. Dr. Gourmohan Roy
College, Tehatta Sadananda Mahavidyalaya, Purbasthali College etc.) and Chandrapur
College were participated actively.
Prof Manjari Chattopadhayay has anchored the whole Workshop. The president
of the Governing Body was also present in the said Workshop. The workshop finally
closed with a vote of thanks by the Principal.
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